Host CO_Ross says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Mission Summary>>>>>>>>>>>
Host CO_Ross says:
The Artemis engaged the Dominion Battle Group at the preset rendezvous point after baiting them to chase her to that point.  Once there the Federation Battle Group under the command of Admiral Keyen ambushed the Dominion Battle Group.......
Host CO_Ross says:
..............The Artemis and Keyen's Group destroyed the Dominion ships, they are now headed towards the Dominion Space Station to extract the Federation Commandos who incurred onto the station to set scuttling charges.
Host Cheryl says:
Federation ship status:  Vor'Chas (Fek'Lhr and Kut'Luch) no damage; Hachiwara- light damage; Nevada (flagship)-Moderate damage; Khitomer - moderate damage.  Lacerta - light damage.
Host Cheryl says:
Artemis status - moderate damage.  shields about 65%, phasers 80% efficiency, injured on Sickbay and more coming
Host Cheryl says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
CEO_Vrayl says:
::lying on the floor, trying to speak::
Dom_Base says:
@::monitors the battle as it progresses::
XOBryant says:
:::::Watches the image of the approaching station with a look of raw aggression on his face:::::
Ket`luch says:
%:::Attacking the Craw ::
Nevada says:
%::attacking the Reid::
Khitomer says:
%::attacking the Thok::
Hachiwara says:
%::Making Strafing runs on Base facilities ::
CMO_Senn says:
::kneeling by Vraylle's side, looking anxiously at him, then at Verdun who is busy trying to assess the damage::
Lacerta says:
%::attacking the Laipe::
CSS_Craw says:
@::brings the ship about and sets course for the Federation group as the other Cardassian Galor Warship Variants form up on the "Craw"::
Fek`Lhr says:
%::Attacking the Gru::
Host CO_Ross says:
::on the bridge, looking at the smoke filled room::
CSS_Thok says:
@::monitors the capture of the Render with a grimace::
CSOMacMer says:
::scanning through debris::
CSS_Gru says:
@::leaves it dock on the Base and comes about to join the battle group::
CSS_Ried says:
@::moves out of the way of the Laipe as it forms up in the battle group::
FCO_Joe says:
CO: Not a pretty sight, is it captain?
CNS_Sodak says:
::entering Sickbay::
CSS_Laipe says:
@::forms up on flagship "Craw" and follows it towards the fleet::
CMO_Senn says:
::turns to Vraylle:: Vraylle: Stay still. Verdun: Well?
Host CO_Ross says:
Mr. Fenrir, Status of weapons
MO_Ianden says:
$::Lays on the floor of the dominion station, ripping a piece of his uniform to wrap around his leg::
CSS_Laipe says:
@::changes course to intercept the Lacerta head on::
CEO_Vrayl says:
::still unmoving, and not looking at all well::
CMO_Senn says:
<Walter> CNS: Is there anything I can do for you, sir?
Ket`luch %::Fires:: (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)
Nevada %::Fires:: (Lecutus.wav)
CNS_Sodak says:
CMO/MO: Do you require any assistance with the injured?
Khitomer %::Fires:: (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)
CSS_Craw says:
@::trains weapons on Nevada::
Fek`Lhr %::Fires:: (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)
Lacerta %::Fires:: (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)
Hachiwara %::Fires:: (Ambach.wav)
CMO_Senn says:
<Verdun> ::gets something that looks a lot like a blue torch from his bag:: CMO: Couple of broken ribs... some internal damage... ::sets to work::
CSS_Gru says:
@::lances full phaser across the bow of Hachiwara::
OPS{Cap} says:
::enters sickbay and looks at his counterpart lying lifeless on the table::
CMO_Senn says:
<Walter> CNS: Thanks, we can sure use your help, this is too much ::the young man smiles nervously at the Lt::
FCO_Joe says:
::returns to the bridge::
MO_Ianden says:
$::Wraps his leg up and stands, even though it is painful::
CTO_Fenri says:
CO: Phasers are at 80% sir
Lacerta %::Returns Weapons fire:: (ShipPhasers.wav)
CSS_Laipe says:
@::passes close by the Lacerta and launches anti-matter charges between the ships::
Host CO_Ross says:
Mr. Teasley, just in time, are you ready for the warp-n-go?
XOBryant says:
::::gets out of the flight control officers seat and lets Teasley have his seat back.:::::
FCO_Joe says:
CO: Reporting for duty, captain
OPS{Cap} says:
::heads to the bridge::
Hachiwara says:
%::evades antimatter::
Host CO_Ross says:
FCO:  Good to have you back Mr. Teasley
CNS_Sodak says:
Walter: I'll be glad to help
FCO_Joe says:
::takes his seat::
CEO_Vrayl says:
::still lying there, useless and motionless::
CMO_Senn says:
::scans his eyes for reaction with a regular torch::
CSS_Thok says:
@::turns to intercept Nevada alongside Craw::
Host CO_Ross says:
CTO: Very well Mr. Fenrir, prepare all weapons
OPS{Cap} says:
::enters bridge and logs into OPS::
XOBryant says:
AEns: Ensign Kayan, do you have a lock on all the commandos?
CSS_Gru says:
@::turns out of battle and crosses aft of Khitomer::
AEnsKayan says:
::reaches up her hand to the persistent headache::
CTO_Fenri says:
CO: Weapons ready sir
AEnsKayan says:
XO:  One moment sir
CSS_Ried says:
@::launches a full spread at Fek'Lhr::
Nevada says:
%:::fires along the other ship's sides ::
AEnsKayan says:
::tries to lock on all the commandos::
Dom_Base says:
@::hurries to ready the remaining 15 ships docked at the base::
Host CO_Ross says:
OPS: Mr. Cap reduce EPS power grid throughout the ship to major systems only
MO_Ianden says:
$::Sees a type two phaser and picks it up and fires at some dominion soldiers::
CMO_Senn says:
<Walter> CNS: Well... ::looks at the Bynars nervously:: Sir, I think they could use your help ::motions to where Caq is:: He doesn't respond to anything, sir.
Khitomer says:
%::fires Rear Torpedo launcher ::
Host Cheryl says:
ACTION: The exchange of fire results in heavy damage on both sides; Khitomer is disabled
FCO_Joe says:
::lays in coordinates::
CSS_Gru says:
@::is racked by torpedoes at close range::
CMO_Senn says:
<Verdun> CMO: He'll need a stimulant to wake up... you'll find what you need in my bag, since I see you rushed in here with your hands bare, sir ::would have grinned if they weren't in an emergency::
CTOFenrir says:
CO: Captain, the Khitomer has been disabled
XOBryant says:
CO: sir, this is starting to get a little hairy we can't wait that much longer.
Khitomer says:
%::retreats::
OPS{Cap} says:
CO: Aye sir ::reduces power to the EPS grid and shuts down unnecessary conduits of the EPS system::
CSS_Gru says:
@::flounders at it moves away from Khitomer trying to continue a phaser barrage::
Host CO_Ross says:
*<Transporter Chief>: Chief you will have control of the shields during beaming
CSS_Craw says:
@::closes on Nevada firing full phasers::
MO_Ianden says:
$::wonder when the station is set to blow::
Host CO_Ross says:
*<Transporter Chief>*: Aye Sir!
CNS_Sodak says:
::Scans injured crewman with medical tricorder:: Ensign Guilligan: You broke three ribs and your right arm. Quite nasty spill you took Mister Guilligan
CSOMacMer says:
::hears Kayan and tries various adjustments to break through interference::
CSS_Ried says:
@::moves from Starboard to Port across Craw and engages Nevada::
XOBryant says:
*CMO* Doctor would you please have a medical team report to cargo bay one?
Host CO_Ross says:
CTO:  Mr. Fenrir, are you ready for the blood tests in the Cargo bay?
XOBryant says:
CTO: along with security Mr Fenrir.
CMO_Senn says:
::awkwardly takes the hypospray from the medkit, and prepares the right stimulant:: *XO* Aye, sir ::realizes she should be in sickbay and not here::
Dom_Base says:
@::notes the crew in Docking Bay three is having trouble with the umbilical on the CSS Tyre::
Host Cheryl says:
ACTION: Nevada is under heavy attack
CTOFenrir says:
CO: Yes, teams are standing by
Ket`luch says:
%::comes up behind the Craw and fires a full volley up her aft end ::
CMO_Senn says:
*Sickbay* Walter, have a team sent to cargo bay one. Senn out.
CEO_Vrayl says:
::doesn't even blink::
Host CO_Ross says:
CTO: Carry on
CNS_Sodak says:
::Tends to Guilligan's injuries::
CSS_Craw says:
@::fires full phasers at the Flagship, Nevada at close range::
Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Craw severely damaged, but hits Nevada
XOBryant says:
EnsKayan: Ensign how many dominion ships are still at the station and what are they doing?
CSS_Ried says:
@::joins Craw and unleashes a barrage of phaser fire on Nevada::
Nevada says:
%::limps away from the scene with heavy damage ::
CTOFenrir says:
CO: Captain the Nevada is taking heavy damage
CMO_Senn says:
::looks at the pale face, and waits for Verdun to nod that he's ready for the shot, as if she couldn't make the decision herself, and applies the hypospray against Vraylle's neck::
CSS_Craw says:
@::reels and limps away relinquishing command of battle group to Thok::
FCO_Joe says:
::is eager to return to the battlefield::
CEO_Vrayl says:
::doesn't wake up, but seems to mumble something very quietly::
XOBryant says:
CTO: Lt, they are going to have to fend for themselves for a while.
CSS_Ried says:
@::continues harassing the Nevada::
CNS_Sodak says:
To Self: Maybe if we're lucky the Dominion will vaporize themselves
Host CO_Ross says:
COMM *Commandos*:<encoded>: Artemis to Team Leader, ready for beam out?
Nevada says:
%::unleashes full weapons on  the Ried ::
CSS_Laipe says:
@::turns off attack to provide cover for Thok::
CMO_Senn says:
::mutters again "Wake up, Vraylle..." and leans over trying to listen to what he is trying to say::
AEnsKayan says:
::trying to read through all the debris and ship markings.. starts to count::
Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Three more Cardassian vessels launch from the station, joining the fray
CEO_Vrayl says:
::mutters almost too quietly::  CMO: Hit....
CSS_Gru says:
@::systems begin to return to full power as the Engineers frantically try to get it under control::
Hachiwara says:
%::fires torpedoes at close range on the Laipe::
OPS{Cap} says:
::notes the cardies on sensors::
CMO_Senn says:
::frowns:: CEO: What?
CEO_Vrayl says:
CMO: Hit....me.
AEnsKayan says:
XO:  Commander I count 15.
Fek`Lhr says:
%::fires weapons on the Grub’s Underbelly ::
XOBryant says:
Aens: and they are doing what?
FCO_Joe says:
::mutters under his breath::Perfect, the more the merrier
CNS_Sodak says:
::Patches up more wounded crew members::
CMO_Senn says:
::shocked::
AEnsKayan says:
::mumbles... good question::
CSS_Blye says:
@::leaves station and heads for battle::
XOBryant says:
CO: sir, if we are going to do it we have to do it now!
Host CO_Ross says:
<Team Leader>: *Artemis* we are ready
CEO_Vrayl says:
::repeats himself, a little more loud and insistent:: CMO: Hit me....
CMO_Senn says:
<Verdun> CMO: He's right... ::stands and goes to tend to another officer lightly injured::
OPS{Cap} says:
::tries to figure out in the confusion what is going on, but remains quiet::
Host CO_Ross says:
COMM*Team Leader*: Standby eta 10 minutes
Fek`Lhr says:
%::fires a spread of torpedoes at the Eng Section of the Blye ::
CSS_Kol says:
@::quickly moves to join the Blye::
CMO_Senn says:
::nods to Verdun and looks back at Vraylle:: CEO: Ok... ::raises her hand and slaps him forcefully::
CMO_Senn says:
<raises>
Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Blye sustains light damage from torpedoes
CEO_Vrayl says:
::rocks a bit from the blow:: CMO: Again....
Hachiwara says:
%::engages the Kol ::
XOBryant says:
Ops: Did you manage to get a lock on to the source of that signal Lt?
CSS_Hor says:
@::engages the ships immediately trying to attack the Blye::
Host CO_Ross says:
CSO: Mr. MacMer, how is the area looking?
FCO_Joe says:
::waits for the commando's beam::
Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  The last attack on Artemis rocks the ship, MacMer falls to the floor, injured by a falling beam
CMO_Senn says:
CEO: If you can talk you should be able to stand ::as if annoyed at him:: Take my hand and let me help you stand.
CSS_Ried says:
@::engages the Fek'Lhr::
Ket`luch says:
%::Fires Disruptors at the Hor ::
CSS_Thok says:
@::does not let up on the Nevada ..... tying to send it to Davey Joens Locker::
CEO_Vrayl says:
::brows furrow with concentration:: CMO: Hit me...again....
Host CO_Ross says:
*CMO*: medical Emergency on the bridge
CSOMacMer says:
CO:  Beyond debris and the enemy... we should be all right.
CSS_Hor says:
::returns fire from the Kef'Luch::
Fek`Lhr says:
%::Returns fire at the Ried ::
Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Ket'Luch is destroyed
CSS_Laipe says:
@::turns and attacks the Lacerta::
FCO_Joe says:
::runs to Mr. MacMer::
Host CO_Ross says:
CSO: Mr. MacMer, are you alright?
OPS{Cap} says:
XO: Not yet sir
AEnsKayan says:
::looks down at Jason in fear::
FCO_Joe says:
::tries to hold him up::CSO: You okay?
CMO_Senn says:
*Gorman* Bridge needs you, Ensign *CO* Detail on their way, sir.
OPS{Cap} says:
::runs scans trying to get a lock::
Dom_Base says:
@::continues to try to hurry the launch of Cardassian 12th Order::
AEnsKayan says:
::begins to check his vitals::
Nevada says:
%::Fires once again ::
CEO_Vrayl says:
CMO: Again...!
CMO_Senn says:
::takes a deep breath and hits Vraylle again, so hard her hand hurts::
XOBryant says:
OPS: coordinate with the SO and try to find out where they are would you?
CSS_Gru says:
@::flounders as an internal explosion rips through its engineering section::
CEO_Vrayl says:
CMO: Again!
AEnsKayan says:
CO:  He... is.... he is unconscious at the moment.
Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Nevada scores a hit, destroying the Thok
CSS_Craw says:
@::comes to a full stop as Impulse Engines fail::
CNS_Sodak says:
::Crewman needs a wound healed::
Host CO_Ross says:
OPS: Localize the Teams comm badges, they all have a distinct identifier on their comms
OPS{Cap} says:
::runs another scan, trying to find the AT::
FCO_Joe says:
::rips his own uniform to make a bandage::
XOBryant says:
Aens: let the medical techs take care of him and get back to your station, find the away team won't do them any good if we can't find them.
Nevada says:
%:::Comes to a stop as the impulse engines fail ::
CMO_Senn says:
::rolls eyes.:: CEO: Stop it! And get up! ::hits him more out of annoyance than complying with his request::
OPS{Cap} says:
CO: attempting sir.
MO_Ianden says:
$::sees Dominion soldiers shooting near him, Just keeps firing his phaser at the dominion soldiers:::
AEnsKayan says:
::not sure what she should do now::
CSS_Blye says:
@::turns and evades phaser fire as it comes in trying to protect the base::
AEnsKayan says:
::gulps::  XO:  aye sir
CSS_Ried says:
@::turns on Nevada and orders it unconditional surrender::
Hachiwara says:
%::fires all weapons on the Blye ::
CEO_Vrayl says:
::body still unmoving:: CMO: AGAIN!
CMO_Senn says:
<Gorman> ::arrives finally to the CSO's side and nods reassuringly to Kayan::
Host CO_Ross says:
FCO: Mr. Teasley, this will be touchy, are you ready for the warp-n-go?
AEnsKayan says:
::carefully lets go of Jason and returns to the scans::
CSS_Hor says:
@::comes into close range of the Hachiwara ..... shields touch and systems fail::
FCO_Joe says:
CO: Yes sir::returns to his station::
CMO_Senn says:
::complies, her eyes filling with tears::
CSS_Kol says:
@::comes across the Nevada's bow with weapons trained on target::
XOBryant says:
AEns: don't worry about him I am sure the good doctor and her staff will take good care of him but there are people depending on us::;smiles and tries not to look worried::::
AEnsKayan says:
::fingers quickly dance over the console wanting this over with so she can assist with Jason::
XOBryant says:
*CMO* Doctor could you spare another corpsman for the bridge?
Hachiwara says:
@::All engineers are frantically working to restore power ::
CSS_Laipe says:
@::reels away from Hachiwara::
CSS_Craw says:
@::limps back towards the Dominion Base::
AEnsKayan says:
::nods at XO's words and continues::
OPS{Cap} says:
::continues to attempt to localize the location of the AT::
FCO_Joe says:
::lays in coordinates::CO: When ever your ready, sir
CMO_Senn says:
<Gorman> ::carefully lies the CSO on a stretcher and takes him to sickbay::
Dom_Base says:
@::prepares a bay for Craw::
CSS_Gru says:
@::targets Lacerta surprise it is still functioning::
CSS_Ried says:
@::with no response from Nevada opens fire with full Phasers::
AEnsKayan says:
::tries not to pay attention as they take Jason away::
Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Nevada is taking a beating
Fek`Lhr says:
%::launches torpedoes into the docking bay that has opened ::
CSS_Hor says:
@::joins Reid and fires on the diabled Nevada::
CMO_Senn says:
*XO* I'll send Nurse Nassif, sir, she should be around actually
CTOFenrir says:
CO: Sir the Nevada is near destruction
CEO_Vrayl says:
CMO: Hurry...!
Nevada says:
%::Fires to protect the Nevada ::
XOBryant says:
*CMO* Thanks doctor!
CNS_Sodak says:
::Takes a break just long enough to get water::
Dom_Base says:
@::the floor rattles with an internal explosion at the Fek'Lhr's torpedo detonates::
CMO_Senn says:
::calls Nassif and returns her attention to Vraylle, and slaps him again::
CEO_Vrayl says:
::still out cold::
Fek`Lhr says:
%::attacks the Ried ::
CSS_Kol says:
@::comes across the port of Ket'Luch and fires phasers::
Host CO_Ross says:
CTO: What is our position relative to the Nevada?
Lacerta says:
%::attacks the Hor ::
MO_Ianden says:
$::Holds the phaser up shooting at dominion soldiers, decides to take a chance and runs right in front the shooting and shoots at the dominion soldiers::
CSS_Blye says:
@::systems fail one by one as the Blye is attacked by the Federation Fleet::
CMO_Senn says:
::her arm and hand hurt, but he keeps slapping the CEO and wondering what she is doing::
CEO_Vrayl says:
::catches her arm on the next swing:: CMO: That will be sufficient.
XOBryant says:
::::Turns and looks at the CTO::: CTO: Matt, load all torpedo bays and get ready to fire them simultaneously along with the phasers, I know that we won't do much, but I want to make sure that the dominion pays dearly for this battle no matter what happens.
CSS_Ried says:
@::continues its assault on the Nevada ignoring the Nevada's weakened phasers::
Hachiwara says:
%::attacks the Lacerta ::
CEO_Vrayl says:
::quickly rises and surveys Engineering::
CNS_Sodak says:
::Continues to tend to the wounded::
CTOFenrir says:
::Nods::
CMO_Senn says:
::looks at Vraylle:: CEO: Will you stand finally? ::late, as he is already up and about::
CMO_Senn says:
CEO: What was that all for? ::rubs her arm::
XOBryant says:
FCO: Lt, can we reach the Nevada and still make it to the station in 10 minutes?
OPS{Cap} says:
::forgets trying to group them together and tries to identify 1 signal and get them up one at a time:: CO: I can't identify them all, I'm trying to see if I can pick them up one at a time
CSS_Craw says:
@::assumes the Hachiwara has switched sides and comes to its aide against the Lacerta::
CEO_Vrayl says:
CMO: Thank you doctor. Vulcans need strong physical sensations to awake from a healing meditation.
CSS_Gru says:
@::cheers as a Fed Ship attacks one of its own and joins the fight::
CEO_Vrayl says:
::quickly walks off to a control display, checking the ship's status::
CMO_Senn says:
CEO: You people are too weird. ::turns on her heels to leave::
FCO_Joe says:
XO: That's cutting a little close, but I think we can make it
Host CO_Ross says:
CTO:  Mr. Fenrir, fire a full spread of quantum torpedoes at the ships attacking the Nevada,
Hachiwara says:
%::waits till the Craw comes alongside and fires a full volley broadside at the Craw ::
CSS_Ried says:
@::turns on the Lacerta letting its phasers join the Hachiwara's::
CTOFenrir fires phasers and quantum torpedoes at the ships attacking the Nevada (FULLAS~3.WAV)
MO_Ianden says:
$::Just keeps firing at the dominion soldiers and does not care how close he is to them hoping he will make most of the pay for everything::
Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Lacerta is destroyed
Lacerta says:
%::attacks the Ried ::
AEnsKayan says:
::sends coordinates of debris to FCO::
CSS_Craw says:
@::stumbles and reels with the attack ... unable to make the now damaged docking bay ... comes to a full stop and signals its surrender::
Host CO_Ross says:
CTO: Keep up the phaser salvos until we are out of range
OPS{Cap} says:
::thinks he got a lock on 1 of them but then looses it:: CO: There's just way too much interference
XOBryant says:
OPS: keep trying.
CEO_Vrayl says:
::raises an eyebrow at her, and ponders saying something else, but this isn't the time::
CTOFenrir fires phasers on the Ried (PHASER4.WAV)
Host CO_Ross says:
OPS: Use the deflector array to boost their signals, we have to get them off the station
AEnsKayan says:
::tries to think of a way to break through the interference::
CSS_Hor says:
@::comes to aide the Craw and fires on the .... confusingly doubled agented Hachiwara::
CMO_Senn says:
::walks slowly, trying to get over the past experience on her way to the turbolift:: TL: Sickbay ::leans grateful against the wall::
CSS_Kol says:
@::comes about and fires point blank on Khitomer::
MO_Ianden says:
$::Sees commandos fall down after getting shot,  Keeps shooting, and shooting::
FCO_Joe says:
::accepts coordinates from Ms. Bryn::
CEO_Vrayl says:
*CO*: Sorry I was unavailable, Captain.
OPS{Cap} says:
CO: I'm using every little thing we got sir, the entire Deflector array in addition to the entire sensor array, I just can't cut through.
CSS_Blye says:
@::comes to a full stop as its engineering hull is barraged by internal explosions::
Hachiwara says:
%::fires on the Kol ::
Host CO_Ross says:
*<Transporter Chief>*: You will have shield and warp control once we arrive, once the team is aboard take us to warp, the FCO will take control then
Fek`Lhr says:
%::fires on the Kol ::
OPS{Cap} says:
CO: only thing I'm not using is the weapons targeting sensors, and we need those for other reasons
CSS_Blye says:
@::signals all Cardassian Ships to avoid the Blye and prepares to launch escape pods::
Host CO_Ross says:
<Transporter Chief> CO: Aye Sir
CMO_Senn says:
::enters sickbay, and Walter looks at her enquiringly:: Walter: Report
Dom_Base says:
@::grimaces at the surrender of the Craw::
CSS_Laipe says:
@::comes to port and engages the Fek'Lhr from behind::
AEnsKayan says:
::listens to the binar equally frustrated::
CNS_Sodak says:
::Fixes Ensign Horshack's broken arm::
CSS_Ried says:
@::comes about on Hachiwara surprised at its attack::
Host CO_Ross says:
OPS: Use the targeting scanners get the locks then transfer the coordinates to the Transporter
XOBryant says:
FCO: Joe, plot a course that will bring us back in to the battle from the flank once we have the commandos aboard.
CEO_Vrayl says:
::checking all the recent shield modifications...they are holding::
Fek`Lhr says:
%::fires on the Laipe ::
CSS_Gru says:
@::launches a torpedo spread at Nevada::
CMO_Senn says:
::gets a glimpse of the Counselor from the corner of her eye, and after nodding to Walter's information, she walks over him... to find the CSO lying unconscious on a biobed in the way::
Fek`Lhr says:
%::disengages Weapons pod ::
Nevada says:
%::evades ::
CTOFenrir fires quantum torpedoes on the Ried (QUANTUM3.WAV)
Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Suddenly and unexpectedly, all Cardassian vessels cease fire and begin to withdraw
CSS_Craw says:
@::sits and waits for its terms to accepted by the other group::
Nevada says:
%::sends weapons pod after the Gru ::
AEnsKayan says:
XO:  Commander, the cardassian seem to be withdrawing.
CSS_Gru says:
@::allows its guns to fall silent and comes to a full stop as another explosion hits it::
XOBryant says:
AEns: withdrawing to where?
CSS_Ried says:
@::orders the ship to a full stop and its weapons powered down::
Cheryl is now known as Adm_Keyen.
XOBryant says:
CTO: cease fire on the cardassian ships now!
CSS_Laipe says:
@::sets course back to the base and powers down its weapons::
Nevada says:
%::sends signal accepting the Craw's Surrender::
CTOFenrir says:
XO: Done
CMO_Senn says:
::quickly checks Lt MacMer with her tricorder, and with a worried frown but the ease of knowing her staff has already done everything possible, she turns again to the CNS:: CNS: Do you need help?
XOBryant says:
::::Looks up and says a little prayer::::
AEnsKayan says:
XO: Back to the base sir  ::frowns::
Dom_Base says:
@<Vorta>::recieves incoming com and reels in surprise::
XOBryant says:
CO: sir it looks like we might have a chance after all captain!
CNS_Sodak says:
CMO: Any help would be appreciated
CEO_Vrayl says:
::watches the shield power levels wobble::
CSS_Blye says:
@::withdraws its systems under major damage::
Host CO_Ross says:
XO: None like the present
Host CO_Ross says:
OPS: How are you coming with that lock?
CSS_Kol says:
@::can't believe incoming com and signals the Base for orders::
Host Adm_Keyen says:
ACTION:  Incoming message from the Nevada
Nevada says:
%::All Ships: All Ships stand Down
CEO_Vrayl says:
EO: Stabilize these conduits... ::points to several locations on his display::
OPS{Cap} says:
CO: no luck as of yet sir, it's very discouraging ::fights headache::
CSS_Hor says:
@::narrowly misses the Khitomer as it breaks off from attack and comes about forming up on Ried::
CTOFenrir says:
CO: Sir, if the Dominion is going to surrender don't you think we should turn the charges off?
CMO_Senn says:
::smiles:: CNS: That's what I'd say to you, actually. ::still a bit shaky, looks at the crewman seated on the biobed and runs her tricorder:: Crewman: You're CPO Finello, right? ::smiles::
Nevada says:
% COM: All Ships: I Repeat All Ships Stand down
XOBryant says:
FCO: Maintain course and speed, there are some lonely starfleet officers out there that really need us, be careful of the cardassians, but don't try to avoid them as much anymore.
CNS_Sodak says:
CMO: The injuries so far have been mainly broken bones
CSS_Kol says:
@::refuses the new orders and turns towards Artemis firing a full barrage of phasers and photon torpedoes at close range::
Host CO_Ross says:
CTO: Mr. Fenrir, do you think you can send an ionic pulse to disable the scuttling charges?
Host Adm_Keyen says:
COMM:  Federation Battle Group:  Priority Message.  This is Admiral Keyen.  All ships stand down; we have just received communication that the war has been ended.  I repeat:  The war is over.  Stand down.
CSS_Hor says:
@::receives orders and opens up its weapons on the Kol::
XOBryant says:
CO: sir we can't  stand down all together those commando's don't know!
CTOFenrir says:
CO: We can try it sir, ionic pulse is ready
CMO_Senn says:
::the CPO nods, wondering how she managed to know his name already:: CNS: And some burns from what I can see. :: "One man down" she adds to herself::
MO_Ianden says:
$::Sees all the soldiers stop shooting,::
AEnsKayan says:
XO: incoming ::holds on tightly::
Fek`Lhr says:
%::fires on the Kol ::
XOBryant says:
:::grabs the back of a chair::::
CSS_Craw says:
@::realizes what the new orders mean and quickly rescinds its surrender::
CEO_Vrayl says:
::watches with a small measure of relief as the shield levels stabilize and begin to creep higher::
CNS_Sodak says:
CMO: It’s been hell here Doctor
XOBryant says:
CTO: target that ship and fire all weapons!
CSS_Kol says:
@::reels under a massive onslaught but continues to fire on the Artemis::
CTOFenrir says:
::Fires all weapons on the Kol::
CMO_Senn says:
CNS: And everywhere else. ::shakes her head, and then Walter interrupts them::
Hachiwara says:
%::joins in the fire on the Kol::
CSS_Blye says:
@::opens fire on CSS Kol under orders from the Vorta::
Host Adm_Keyen says:
ACTION:  Kol is disabled by the Artemis's last attack
CSS_Kol says:
@::weapons fall silent as systems fail under major onslaught::
MO_Ianden says:
$::looks at his leg and sees that blood is oozing out of his leg from where he was shot before, then he passes out from blood loss::
AEnsKayan says:
::looks surprised at the enemy attacking one of their own::
XOBryant says:
CTO: do you think that the pulse will work Matt?
CMO_Senn says:
<Walter> CMO, CNS: The war is over! ::excited and even more nervous than usually:: Sir, the war... ::his eyes shining:: It's in the bridge status!!!
Fek`Lhr says:
%::recalls its weapons pod ::
AEnsKayan says:
::slowly the words of the war is over start to sink in::
CSS_Ried says:
@COM: Nevada: As Commanding Officer of the Cardassian 12th Order, I signal this Battle Groups unconditional surrender.  ::takes note that Kol has ceased firing::
CNS_Sodak says:
CMO/Walter: That's Great ::Smiles::
CTOFenrir fires the ionic pulse at the station, trying to disable the charges (SHIPBE~2.WAV)
CSS_Kol says:
@::sets autodestruct rather than submit to the cease fire::
CMO_Senn says:
::looks at Walter and then around at sickbay... those are not the kind of news to believe in such an environment, with a battle just around the corner:: CNS: I guess... ::feeling completely lost::
CO_Ross_ says:
FCO: Mr. Teasley, slow to impulse
XOBryant says:
AEns: can you tell if the charges are still active using the lateral sensors Kayan?
Nevada says:
%:COM: Ried: I accept your surrender and am glad we can cease firing
FCO_Joe says:
CO: Aye sir
CEO_Vrayl says:
::rechannels the battery power from the shuttles into the Artemis' shields::
FCO_Joe says:
::slows to impulse::
CTOFenrir says:
XO, CO: The Kol has engaged  self destruct, i am keeping the shields up
CSS_Ried says:
@<Gul> ::acknowledges the com and goes to his quarters to kill himself::
CNS_Sodak says:
CMO: If there's anything you need to talk about.....I'm here for you Doctor
XOBryant says:
FCO: move us away from her Joe.
CO_Ross_ says:
COMM *MO*: Mr. Landen, can you copy, the war is over, advise the team leader to disable to charges
AEnsKayan says:
::shakes her head, was there not enough dead that they need to self destruct?::
Nevada says:
% COM: All Ships : Status Reports
CMO_Senn says:
CNS: ::attempts a smile:: It's just that... ::her hands wave around:: it doesn't seem like it could be true.
FCO_Joe says:
XO: Aye sir
Host Adm_Keyen says:
ACTION:  The Kol self-destruct mechanism malfunctions, leaving the Kol disabled and captured, in ignominious defeat
Dom_Base says:
@<Vorta>::recieves new orders:: COM: Nevada: As Commanding Officer of the Dominion Station, Kruda, I signal this station's unconditional surrender.  In everything the Founders are wise::
XOBryant says:
OPS: send to the admiral, Artemis moderately damaged but still mission capable.
OPS{Cap} says:
XO: Transmitting status
CSS_Kol says:
@<Gul> ::furious, arms his crew for the eventual boarding of there ship and orders his engineers to ready the engines::
XOBryant says:
CTO: did the pulse work Matt?
Nevada says:
@COM: Dominion Base : I accept your surrender. May we live together in peace
Host CO_Ross_ says:
CTO: Send the pulse again
AEnsKayan says:
XO: the Kol seems to be diabled
CTOFenrir says:
::Lowers the shields for transport:: XO: I don’t know
Host CO_Ross_ says:
[pulse]
CTOFenrir fires the pulse again at the station (SHIPBE~2.WAV)
Host CO_Ross_ says:
COMM *MO*: Mr. Landen do you copy? the war is over, disable the scuttling charges
XOBryant says:
OPS: see if you can raise any of the commando team on subspace.
AEnsKayan says:
XO:  Commander, does the commando team know about the cease fire?
XOBryant says:
AEns: I don't see how they could.
CTOFenrir says:
CO: Sir, if we don't have the shields up when that thing blows....
Host Adm_Keyen says:
ACTION:  The pulse fails to shut down the explosive device
OPS{Cap} says:
COM: Commandos: Artemis to Commando team, please respond
Dom_Base says:
@<Vorta> ::waits for new orders from the Founder::
MO_Ianden says:
$::Sees the comm with bodies around, goes to it::
XOBryant says:
:::smiles at the CTO:::: CTO: well you can't say that Starfleet is boring can you?
CEO_Vrayl says:
::watches the shield levels with trepidation::
Host CO_Ross_ says:
*<Transporter Chief>*: You have shield control, beam the team to the Artemis
MO_Ianden says:
*Artemis*: I read you!
CSS_Craw says:
@::floats in space needing a tow before anything else can be done to the ship::
Host CO_Ross_ says:
*Transporter Team*: Aye, transport underway, shields dropped
CTOFenrir says:
CO: I'm still not getting any indications that the charges have been disabled
XOBryant says:
*MO* Shut off the BOMB!
CSS_Gru says:
@::docks at the base and powers down systems::
OPS{Cap} says:
CO: I got lock
AEnsKayan says:
::watches with held breath::
XOBryant says:
OPS: NO!
Nevada says:
% COM: All Ships: Please send me your refit requirements and list of Engineering Spares
CSS_Ried says:
@::waits for its berth at the base, its systems at minimal power::
OPS{Cap} says:
XO: I wasn't going to do it
OPS{Cap} says:
XO: Just informing
MO_Ianden says:
$::Quickly runs to the location of the explosives::
CTOFenrir reconfigures pulse and fires again (SHIPBE~2.WAV)
XOBryant says:
*MO* do you read?  TURN OFF THE EXPLOSIVES!
CMO_Senn says:
::turns back to Finello, who has a nasty cut in his arm::
CSS_Laipe says:
@::docks at the base and prepares to disembark crew and disarm ship for the long trip back to Cardassia::
XOBryant says:
AEns: do you have any indication of how long before detonation?
MO_Ianden says:
$::Sees them, Shuts them off,::
CEO_Vrayl says:
EO: Mr. Venkman, go replace those shunt diodes.
XOBryant says:
OPS: Beam them aboard now!
Host CO_Ross_ says:
<Transporter Cheif>*CO*: Sir, half the team is aboard, having trouble with the MO's comm signal
XOBryant says:
FCO: prepare to go to warp
AEnsKayan says:
XO:  If I read this correctly... we are down to seconds.
OPS{Cap} says:
::energizes::
CSS_Blye says:
@::moves to protect the Craw its systems in bad shape and quickly being repaired::
XOBryant says:
FCO: any time you are ready once they are aboard Lt.
CSS_Kol says:
@::docks in its berth at the Base::
MO_Ianden says:
::Tries to stop the explosives but can't::OH GOD!!!!!!
OPS{Cap} says:
CO: I got them sir.
Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  As the AT is beamed, the station explodes
CSS_Hor says:
@::prepares to Dock at the base::
XOBryant says:
FCO: engage Lt!!!!
Host CO_Ross_ says:
*Transporter Cheif*: Understood,
CTOFenrir says:
::Raises the shields::
CEO_Vrayl says:
::throws all power into shields::
Host CO_Ross_ says:
FCO: Warp 8, engage
OPS{Cap} says:
::braces for impact::
AEnsKayan says:
::covers her eyes as  the station explodes::
FCO_Joe says:
XO: Aye sir::goes to warp::
Dom_Base says:
@::monitors a small explosion which quickly grows till .........::
Hachiwara says:
%::is too near the Station and explodes ::
CMO_Senn says:
::quietly works with the dermal regenerator while she listens to the joy around them all... even when nobody stopped working, there's rejoicing::
Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  The CSS vessels docking at the station explode with it
FCO_Joe says:
CO: We're at warp 8
CSS_Hor says:
@::explodes with the base::
MO_Ianden says:
$::is beamed off the station::
OPS{Cap} says:
CO: I have them all sir
CSS_Laipe says:
@::tries to leave its dock::
AEnsKayan says:
::lowers her arm in horror::
Nevada says:
%:::rocks violently with the shockwave ::
XOBryant says:
FCO: Take us to a safe distance and drop to impulse.
CMO_Senn says:
CPO: Ok... flex your arm slowly.. ::gasps:: I said slowly!
AEnsKayan says:
::checks scans with spots dancing in front of her::
Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  All remaining vessels fall back to a safe distance
CSS_Gru says:
@::watches the other ships explode without time to leave::
XOBryant says:
FCO: plot a course back to search for survivors.
Fek`Lhr says:
%:::Shudders and is flipped with the shockwave , all systems shut down ::
CMO_Senn says:
<CPO Finello> ::roars with laughter:: CMO: I have thick skin, doctor
AEnsKayan says:
XO:  Commander, we lost the Hachiwara and the dominion ships in the area.
CSS_Craw says:
@::watches as most of the 12th order is consumed as the base explodes .... counts the surviving ships lucky::
FCO_Joe says:
XO: Aye sir
OPS{Cap} says:
CO: the station and all the ships docking or docked to it were destroyed
CSS_Ried says:
@::comes about and considers attacking the Federation ships ...... waits for orders from the Command ship ..... slowly realizes it is destroyed::
FCO_Joe says:
CO,XO: Slowing to impulse
XOBryant says:
:::shakes his head:::CEO: prepare damage control teams, I know that we are hurting but there are others worse off, we are going to have to render some assistance I think.
CEO_Vrayl says:
::sags a bit at his console, then forms up new damage control parties to scour the ship::
CSS_Blye says:
@::forms up on Ried and Craw and wonders what just happened::
CTOFenrir says:
CO: I doubt any remaining dominion ships in the area are going to hold their fire after this sir...
Nevada says:
%::has Engineers restoring power ::
CEO_Vrayl says:
*XO*: Understood, and already underway.
CMO_Senn says:
CPO: Yeah... that's why it takes so long to mend it ::smiles:: You're able to go back to your station now. ::nods to his thanks and decides to pay a visit to Caq, since everything seems to be finally under control::
CSS_Kol says:
@::sits dead in space the entire crew armed and ready for the Federation boarding party ..... ready to avenge the 12th Order::
Host CO_Ross_ says:
*Shipwide*: All hands, this is the Captain, the war is over, the Dominion has surrendered.  All departments begin repairs, advise the 2nd Officer and XO of required supplies, Job well done! Captain Out..
XOBryant says:
FCO: Join up on the Nevada, let’s just hope that the dominion is still in a peaceable mood.
Fek`Lhr says:
%::Cussing at what occurred and wants to kill something::
AEnsKayan says:
::with dry eyes begins to scan for any life around the station::
MO_Ianden says:
::Goes strait to sickbay to help::
CEO_Vrayl says:
::leans against a panel, exhausted but thinking::
FCO_Joe says:
::flies the ship next to the Nedvada::
CMO_Senn says:
::raises her head at the Captain's comm... and looks back at Caq:: Caq: Did you listen to that? If this doesn't make you want to wake up from this coma, what will?
Host CO_Ross_ says:
XO: Well Cody, looks like we made a new name for the Steamrunner Class
XOBryant says:
:::sits down at his station and sighs watching the debris of the station as it spreads the corners of the galaxy::::: CO: well not the best but not the worst sir, we are still kicking.
MO_Ianden says:
::Enters Sickbay Limping::
AEnsKayan says:
::hears the words of the captain and wonders... at what cost::
Nevada says:
%::on battery power only ::
XOBryant says:
CO: I don't know about you but I never had any doubt.
CMO_Senn says:
<Walter> MO: Sir, are you ok? ::shocked at the MO's aspect::
CEO_Vrayl says:
::grabs two engineers and forms another DC party, with himself::
Host Cheryl says:
::applause::
Host CO_Ross_ says:
OPS:  Place the ship on normal duty rotations
Host Cheryl says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<End Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Host Cheryl says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<End Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>


